PROVED IN THE FIELD
with AQUA-DIAL Equipment...

Landscapes that are always inviting and usable, never dry and never soggy—require a scientific watering program.

An Aqua-Dial system is a scientific watering supervisor which may be set to precisely water the landscape at night or in the early morning hours when water pressures are usually highest, evaporation of valuable water lowest, and wind distortion negligible.

Aqua-Dial's complete line of turf irrigation equipment offers many valves, sprinklers, and automatic controller combinations, ideally suited to meet the exacting demands of golf courses, parks, and other similar large turf areas.

Whether converting an existing manual system, or designing a completely new one, club members and stockholders all share in the benefits of investing in an Aqua-Dial Automatic Sprinkler System.

For more detailed information please contact one of these offices or factory, Newport Beach, Calif.

P.O. BOX 606
ST. CATHARINES
ONTARIO, CANADA

920 BERENG AVE.
HURST, TEXAS

BOX 63, 1685 BAYSHORE
SAN FRANCISCO, CALIF.

67 CLINTON STREET
NEWARK, NEW JERSEY

P.O. BOX 1225
NEWPORT BEACH, CALIF.
William Kennedy and others to build course in Bancroft, la. . . . Golf Foursomes, Inc., headed by Paul Evans, to build course at Arvada, Colo. . . . Frank Hummel of Greeley is designing the Arvada course . . . Wing Point G&CC in suburban Seattle opens new course and clubhouse . . . Open first nine of River Island GC near Porterville, Calif. . . . Ted Ensslin is president . . . Bob Bottoms, the general manager and Dixon Robb, the pro . . . Bob Balcock was the architect.

Bill Bell has designed 18 for Parkridge Estates development in Corona, Calif. . . . Bowie (Tex.) G&CC to build nine . . . Vernon McAn, Victoria, B.C., architect for Sunland 18 near Port Angeles, Wash. . . . Start building nine at Golden Circle Valley development, Escondido, Calif. . . . Heritage Construction Co., Fullerton, Calif., to build course on 11,000 acres near Brea, recently acquired for community development.


Can't tell for sure but after looking over a lot of reports on public course rounds of play for 1963 (to Aug. 1) it appears that play on municipal courses may average 10 per cent more than in the same period of 1962 . . . Appellate Division rejected state's claim that original award was "excessive" and held it was "inadequate." . . . "Specialty purposes" value such as water supply, tree development and residential development potential of 98 acres not used for country club purposes were held to warrant increased award . . . Case probably will be studied plenty by lawyers for clubs that are having property condemned.

To build nine at Rainbow Lake, Geneva, Ind. . . . Marco Development Corp. to build 18, motel, etc., in recreation center in Edmonson County, Ky. . . . Project partially financed by $640,000 loan from Area Development Administration . . . Building municipal 18 at old Cliff Maus airport, Corpus Christi, Tex., to plans of Leon Howard . . . Ed Newman, Kansas City, Mo., has leased the course for 30 years . . . Expect to have it in play early in 1964.

Open 18 in Green Valley Park, Sioux
Country Club of Salt Lake
gets the Utah Open

(CAST IRON PIPE HELPS LAND IT)

The Country Club of Salt Lake has a new look, and a new honor: the 1963 Utah Open Golf Tournament. Complete course remodeling attracted the event. Greens were rebuilt...fairways relocated...whole lakes added. Then, to preserve the beauty of the course, a new cast iron pipe water system was installed.

Actually, the club's old cast iron lines still worked perfectly after 40 years' service. But course expansion to 7000 yards required a larger system for efficient, economical irrigation. The answer—a new, semi-automatic system built around 50,000 feet of 4", 6" and 8" cast iron pipe.

Cast iron pipe solved important problems. Its simple installation features and narrow trench requirements sped work, permitted regular play during remodeling. And cast iron pipe's rugged strength easily withstood pressures ranging from 80 to 190 psi.

But then, officials of the Country Club of Salt Lake never had a doubt. Forty years of faithful service convinced them: For performance, durability and real economy, there's no substitute for cast iron pipe.
Neat installation technique permitted regular play with minimum interference. Cast iron pipe can be installed quickly, cleanly.

Nestled in the picturesque Wasatch Mountain range, Country Club of Salt Lake hosts this year’s $45,000 Utah Open Golf Tournament.

Send for your free copy of "Golf Course Irrigation." This 20-page, fully illustrated brochure describes water system design, selection and illustration. Mail the coupon today.

CAST IRON PIPE
THE MARK OF PIPE THAT LASTS OVER 100 YEARS

CAST IRON PIPE RESEARCH ASSOCIATION
Wallace T. Miller, Managing Director
3440-G Prudential Plaza, Chicago 1, Illinois
Send copy of booklet, "Golf Course Irrigation."

Name
Position
Name of Course
Address
City Zone State

September, 1963
City, la., municipal operation... Open new Indianapolis Eagle Creek municipal nine... Gene Stiles is pro... John Vaughan is supt., park dept. golf division... Howie Atten hopes to open his Edge- water GC par 36 (3,235 yds.) nine in Milwaukee’s suburban Grafton, Wis... Atten has a range at Grafton... He started in pro golf as assistant to Bob Mac- donald at Edgewater GC in Chicago years ago, then held several pro jobs in Iowa.

Gulf Park Estates, Ocean Springs, Miss., to have 18 to plans of Press Maxwell... Open nine at Huron, S.D... Looks as though miniature courses are beginning to catch on in public parks as playgrounds built and operated on lease terms by private operators.

Feature color picture story with dia- grams in Chicago Tribune Magazine, Sun- day, Aug. 18, shows “a duffer playing Chi- cago’s nine toughest holes.”... Cheers to a couple 19-year-old golfers who set a good example in well paced play. The lads are George Boutell who defeated Fred Ewald, 4 and 3, on the Scarlet course of Ohio State university, to win the Western Golf Assn. 46th Junior champion- ship, oldest of the Junior tournaments...
X-RAYS FROM ACROSS THE COUNTRY SHOW WHY \textit{First Flight} IS THE "Greatest Success in Golf Ball History"

All balls X-rayed are top-selling $1.25 retail balls purchased by these laboratories from the regular stock of a GOLF PROFESSIONAL SHOP selected by the laboratories. These balls were selected from original sealed cartons. Copies of the complete laboratory reports sent on request.

\textbf{Proof from Chicago...}

"The First Flight golf ball revealed an internal roundness superior to that of any other golf ball examined radiographically ..."  
Excerpt from report of Pennies Industrial X-Ray Company.

\textbf{Proof from Los Angeles...}

"The radiographs of the First Flight golf ball reveal a completely round opaque center and is obviously superior in center roundness to the other golf balls examined ..."  
Excerpt from report of Larpen Testing Laboratories, Inc.
The youngsters played their match in 2 hours, 43 minutes.

Ten Illinois PGA members and ten amateurs representing the Chicago District GA put on the second annual Harry E. Radix trophy matches. Radix has been a spectator at more national golf championships on both sides of the Atlantic than any other golfer. He contributed the trophy for lowest scoring average in PGA tourneys. The trophy, solicited by the PGA from Radix, back in the '30s, originally bore Harry's name. It was renamed the Vardon trophy. The renaming embarrassed pros who asked Radix to give the trophy and was criticized by other PGA members who thought the award should have been named to honor Hagen.

Ellsworth D. Cook, jr., now manager of Shaker Ridge CC, Loudonsville, N.Y. Jan Richter moves from manager's post at Oswego Lake CC, Lake Oswego, Ore., to manage Baywood G&CC, Eureka, Calif., Robert J. O'Rourke, formerly assistant manager, Hayden Lake G&CC, Coeur d'Alene, Ida., now at Lake Oswego CC.

Harold A. Mosher, former president, GCSA of New England, died recently in Weston, Mass. His first post as supt. was at Weston CC. From there he

Keep 'em playing on frosty days — later in the fall... earlier in the spring. PRO-Grip Winter Gloves are light enough to give feel to the grip, yet warm enough to keep hands comfortable. Top quality Cabaretto palm — choice of tan or cream. Soft light wool back laced with elastic to hold glove firmly. Fine also for driving, hunting, other winter sports. PAIRS ONLY — suggested retail price, $5.50 per pair. Sizes for both men and women.
Even with its extra-high lugging power and extra-high drawbar pull, the new Cushman Estate Model will not damage even the finest turf. Rear tires are big low-profile 9.50 x 8; front tire is 8.00 x 6. With the Estate Model’s light weight, and these low-profile tires, here’s a piece of golf course machinery that places far less pressure on the turf than a man’s foot, performs many jobs more economically than heavy, expensive equipment. Use it for watering, for hauling, for moving equipment—all general maintenance work.

The Estate Model is highly maneuverable, needs only 4 1/2 feet clearance, goes almost anywhere on the course, any time—even after heavy rains. Powered with famous, efficient, 9 HP or 18 HP OMC engine, it operates for just pennies a day, requires almost no maintenance. Made by Cushman—one of the great names in golf course equipment.

Ask your Cushman Dealer for a demonstration, or write direct for complete information.
went to Riverside MDC course in Weston, designing and building first nine of that course. A heart attack forced his retirement. He is survived by his widow, their son, Robert A., a brother and sister.

Tom Scannell moves as supt. Cranmore Prep course in Lenox, Mass., to open the new Albany CC, Voorheesville, N.Y. The Scannell family roster was increased when a seventh youngster was born about the time the new Albany course opened. Harry Tynan has succeeded Stan Borasky as supt., CC of Pittsfield, Mass.

Total prize money (official and unofficial) of $488,277 on Fall tourney calendar (Sept. 5 thru Dec. 8) brings 1963 total to $2,244,602. That's 12 per cent over 1962 total. Pro sales for 1963 are expected to be 15 per cent ahead of previous year. Biggest "unofficial" event on fall schedule will be $40,000 mixed foursome invitation affair Dec. 5-8 at Harder Hall and Pinecrest Lakes, Sebring, Fla. Teams will be of 24 PGA circuit players and 24 of the Ladies PGA members. Selective drive, alternate stroke. It is a very interesting competition.

Jack Nicklaus and Arnold Palmer have

Yes, over 100,000 pioneering users acclaim this tradition-breaking club-carrier and are urging friends to buy CART-BAGS. Professionals are converting this growing amateur testimony into easy sales. For, with selling features so numerous, even our imitators can't match them all. Light weight, low gravity balance (club heads DOWN), club protection, ample ball and accessory pockets, comfortable soft seat, compact folding, ruggedly built for long service. And to conserve Pro Shop space, Cart-Bags nest more tightly, store one every 10". The Cart-Bag is truly the Volkswagen of Golf, every user an enthusiastic booster!

4 MODELS... $32.50 to $39.50
SOLD AT PRO SHOPS ONLY!

SIT 'n REST GOLF, INC.
631 EAST CENTER ST. • MILWAUKEE 12, WIS.